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Abstract
The mishap of trains is the major problem in our country, occurs quite often which puts the mass of
human life in danger. The cause for these accidents mainly involves with the rail tracks as they
undergo different climatic conditions by which the status of rail track become worse by the formation
of cracks and also due to obstacles placed in the rail track, intentionally. The main part of the work
was to carry out a feasibility study on two methods for detection of cracks in the tracks and obstacles
in the track. The detection of cracks can be identified using gap detector. We have proposed to use
microcontroller in this project to control the circuit. For controlling the setup, the signal is generated
by the encoder using the computer. The generated signal is modulated and transmitted through the
transmitter. This signal received by the receiver is demodulated and through the decoder the original
signal from the computer is extracted. This signal is given to the microcontroller, which is a
programmable IC, where we can program it to control the motors for guided stopping of trains
according to the signals transmitted. This setup is accomplished in a robot. Thus we can monitor the
situation and can control the robot for rescuing the people from the disaster to save the rescuing
people life. The setup includes a surveillance camera for the detection of obstacles placed the rail
tracks.
Problem Description
Nowadays frequent accidents are taking
place in all three transportation modes namely
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roadways, waterways and airways. The
roadways are being extensively used out but
railways are most often preferred, as it is of low
cost and good comfort.
In railways accidents are mainly due to
obstacles in the path of the train (i.e) on the
rails, placement of fish plates at the rail joints
and due making gaps or cracks in the rails. At
times even head on collisions may occur due to
problem in the signals or negligent act of
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drivers. Today, rail networks across the world
are getting busier with trains travelling at higher
speeds and carrying more passengers and
heavier axle loads when compared to earlier
scenarios. The combination of the above
mentioned factors has put considerable pressure
on the existing infrastructure, in turn leading to
increased demands in maintenance & inspection
of the rails. The expense for inspection and
maintenance has grown steadily over the last
few decades,but nothing has improvement in
the industry’s safety records. As a direct impact,
the key challenges faced by the railway
department are: the improvement in the safety
of the railway transport system, the
development of new railways to accommodate
the continued growth in demand, and
contributing to a more sustainable railway, in
terms of both environmental & economical
terms, by delivering further efficiencies and
exploiting technological innovation. High

accident free standards required in the
management of rails demand the inspection of
railway wheels directly after production so as to
detect the presence of cracks at the surface that
could seriously affect the integrity of the
railway, and therefore safety of the travelers.
Software Details Introduction
MPLAB ICD 2 is a low cost, real-time
debugger and programmer for selected PIC®
MCUs and dsPIC® DSCs, Using the Microchip
Technology's proprietary In-Circuit Debugging
functions, our programs can be downloaded and
executed in direct setups(Real time), then
examined in detail with the debug functions of
the MPLAB. The secret behind In Circuit
Debugging is two dedicated hardware lines
(microcontroller pins used only during
debugging mode) that control the In Circuit
Serial Programming™ (ICSP™) of the device
and, after debugging through proprietary,
dumped to on-chip firmware.

Fig.MPLAB-IDE
The ICD 2 debug features are built into the
microcontroller and activated by programming
the debug code into the target processor. There
is one stack level addition which is a shared
overhead expense that includes, some general
purpose file registers and a small area of
program memory when in the debug mode.USB
(Full Speed 2 M bits/s) & RS-232 interface to
host PC
FEATURES
• Real time background debugging
• MPLAB IDE GUI (free copy included)
• Firmware upgradeable from PC

•
•
•
•

Totally enclosed
Supports low voltage to 2 volts.
Diagnostic LEDs (Power, Busy, Error)
Read/Write memory area and EEDATA
areas of target microcontroller
• Programs configuration bits
• Easy to handle program memory space
without conflicts
• The peripheral freeze-on-halt stops the timer
at breakpoints
The MPLAB ICD 2 connects using USB
or RS-232 between the design PC operating
with MPLAB IDE and their target being
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developed. It acts as an intelligent interface in
Simulation results Front panel

between them.

Crack
sensor

Metal
detector

Block Diagram

Proposed Setup
At present, the crack is detected by the
field men manually in before the departure of

the train. Due to this manual inspection,
sometimes some potential defects may not be
found out by oversight which may lead to the
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misfortune. If these deficiencies are not
controlled, they may cause huge economical
problems affecting the network, handling of
accidents becomes a serious one
Many accidents that occur in the railways is due
to the cracks in the tracks. In our paper
“Railway Track Scanning and Surveillance
Robot Using Wireless Technology” we have
designed a device in such a way that all the
above reasons for accidents is taken into
consideration and a precautionary action will be
taken. This is done by using a robot which is
synchronized to the speed of the train ,the robot
will be running 2kms ahead of the train
collecting the information of the rails and the
prevailing conditions ,there is a communication
path established between the robot and the train,
the details are being displaced on the LCD
screen. An alarm is being added to alert the
driver if the measured value goes beyond the
given range.
A camera setup is made so as to get a
live view of what is happening at the remote
end. It is also used to visualize the objects
placed on the path of the train to derail it and
also to capture if any lively creature is on the
path. The communication between the robot and
the train is done by using signee technology
where in there is no mismatch of signals
between trains that pass each other. In addition
to the display and the alarm device an arm setup
which is made to automatically stop the train if
the driver is not in a condition or not aware of
what is happening.
At present, the crack is detected by the field
men manually in before the departure of the
train. Due to this manual inspection, sometimes
some potential defects may not be found out by
oversight which may lead to the misfortune. If
these deficiencies are not controlled, they may
cause huge economical problems affecting the
network, handling of accidents becomes a
serious one
Hardware Description
Robot section:

The complete block diagram as
described below. The robot section scans the
railway track and detecting the cracks, increase
in temperature and moisture and also detect any
metal parts in the track. The transmitter sends
these signals information to the receiver and in
the control and monitoring section the receiver
receives these information and sends these
information to the controller, the controller
takes necessary action to stop the train.
1.Crack sensor:
Crack sensor is used to detect the cracks
in the railway track. Here we uses IR based
crack sensor .the sensor is fitted on the both
sides of the railway track the IR transmitter
sends the IR rays if the receiver receives the
crack is present the track otherwise there is no
crack in the track.
2. Temperature and moisture sensor:
The temperature and moisture sensor is
use to sense the increase in the temperature and
moisture in the railway track and send these
information to analog to digital controller
.increase in the temperature may produce the
crack in the track.
3.Metal detector:
Metal detector is used to sense any metal
particles present in the railway track. the
presence of any metal particles in the railway
track may cause the train to move away from
the track. And the information obtained is given
to the microcontroller.
4. Microcontroller:
Microcontroller is used to control all the
parameters measured and sends the information
to the transmitter .and the moving mechanism
of the robo is also
controlled by the
microcontroller. The Micro Controller we have
chosen for this project is PIC16F877A, since it
has more advantages than any other controller.
• It has in built ADC, DAC, TIMER,
COUNTER etc.
• It is of RISC type (reduced instruction sets) ,
there are only 35 instructions.
• The compiler used for it is C++.
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•

And the simulator software used is MP LAB
IDE.
• The IC DOWNLOADING software is IC
PROG.
5. Buffer:
A voltage buffer amplifier is used to
transfer a voltage from a first circuit, having a
high output impedance level, to a second circuit
with that of a low i/p impedance level. The
buffer amplifier at the intermediate prevents the
second circuit from loading the first circuit
suddenly and interfering with its desired
operation. In the ideal voltage buffer shown
below, the input resistance is infinite, the output
resistance zero (impedance of an ideal voltage
source is zero).
6. Motor driver:
The voltage from the buffer is not able
to drive the motor of the robot moving
mechanism. Motor driver is an amplifier that
amplifies the signals to drive the motor.
The L293D is a quadruple half H-bridge
bidirectional motor driver IC that can drive
current of up to 600mA with voltage ranges
from 4.5 to 36 volts. It is suitable to drive
bipolar stepper motor & DC-Geared motors etc.
• Supply Voltage Range 4.5V to 36V
• 600-mA o/p current capability for each
driver
• Separate Input-logic supply
• It can drive small DC-geared motors,
bipolar stepper motor.
• Pulsed Current 1.2-A Per Driver
• Internal ESD Protection
• High-Noise-Immunity Inputs
7. Robo mechanism:
Robot mechanism is used to move the
robot forward and reverse direction by the
control action provided by the control and
monitoring section.
8. Camera control motor:
Camera control motor is used to change
the position of the camera to focus all the parts
of railway track.
9. Camera:

Camera is used to scan the railway track
entirely all direction and it gives the data to
transmitter. The transmitter transmit the data to
the receiver so we can identify any suicide
attempts and serves the human life.
10. Encoder:
We cannot transmit the signal from the
microcontroller directly .The transmitter
transmits only coded signals. An encoder is a
device or a circuit or a transducer or software
program and even algorithms or persons that
converts information from one form to another,
for the purpose of standardization, , security, or
saving space speed, secrecy by size shrinking.
11. Transmitter:
The transmitter is used to transmit the
data from the microcontroller to the receiver
section. Transmitter or radio transmitter is an
electronic device which, with the help of an
antenna, generates radio waves. The transmitter
by itself generates a radio frequency alternating
current, which is applied to the antenna. Which
on excitation by the alternating current, radiates
radio waves in the antennae.
12. Receiver:
Receiver is used to receive the signals
from transmitter that are transmitted by the
control and monitoring section these signals are
used to drive the robot mechanism. And the
signal from the transmitter is given to decoder.
13. Decoder:
Microcontroller does not accept the
signal from the receiver because the receiver
contains coded signals so we want to convert
the coded signal into original signal for this
purpose decoder is used. A decoder is a device
which does the reverse of an encoder; it is that
opposite of encoding, so the original
information can be retrieved. The method used
is similar to that of encoding which is usually
just reversed in order to decode.
In digital electronics, a decoder can take
the form of a multiple-input, multiple-output
logic circuit that converts coded inputs into
coded outputs.
14. Battery:
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A battery is a device that converts
chemical energy directly to electrical energy.
Acts as a power source for all the components
present in the robot section.
Control and monitoring section:
The complete block diagram (fig.1)as
discussed below.
1. Receiver:
The signals from the transmitter in the
robot section is received by the receiver .the
receiver receives the information and sends it to
decoder.
2. Microcontroller:
Microcontroller is used to control all the
parameters measured and sends the information
to the transmitter. If any crack or temperature
rise or any metals present in the track the
controller takes necessary action to stop the
train.
3. Stepper motor & Alarm:
The stepper motor is used to stop the
train by pulling the emergency break and the
alarm is used to indicate there is a problem in
the path of the train.
4. Transmitter:
The transmitter is used to transmit the
data from the microcontroller to the receiver
section. Transmitter or radio transmitter is an
electronic device which, with the help of an
antenna, generates radio waves. The transmitter
by itself generates a radio frequency A.C, which
is applied to the antenna. On excitation by the
A.C, the antenna produces radio waves.
5.Video receiver:
Video receiver is a device which is used
to receive the video signals captured by the
camera in the robot section.
• Wireless Audio + Video Receiver
• FM design
• Video Input: 1 Up-p / 75 Ohms
• Audio Input: 2 Vp-p Max
• Includes Antenna
• Easy to use with all types of cameras.
6.Tuner card:
A TV tuner card is a computer
component that allows television signals to be

received by a computer. It is a kind of television
tuner; most of the TV tuners also function as
cards, record television programs into a hard
disk.
7. RS -232 :
In
telecommunications,
RS-232
(Recommended Standard 232) is the traditional
name for a series of standards for serial binary
single-ended data and control signals
connecting between a DTE (Data Terminal
Equipment) and a DCE (Data Circuitterminating Equipment),commonly used in
computer’s serial ports.
Conclusion & Future Work
A fully automated setup for detection of cracks
,temperature & humidity is done, so that the
passengers can avail a safety travel .Since we
have automated the setup which was done
manually so far, the time consumption made to
detect the various parameters has reduced to a
good extent . The future work could be the
exact prototype development for the same.
Gates could be automated so the human
intervention at the gates may be even avoided.
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